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Student Senate, City Council hold joint meeting
By Megan Hoffman
The Dakota Student

UND Student Senate met with
Grand Forks City Council members to talk internships, university
and city planning and community
earlier this week.
Senators were joined at the
Oct. 26 meeting by Pete Haga
from the mayor’s office, city business representatives, city administrators and UND administrators.
The first topic touched on was
internships available to students.
UND graduate student and
Grand Forks city intern Allyssa
Wall began with an overview of
what the city is trying to do to
make internships easier for students to find.
“We’re looking at how to form
at internship program and apply
it to different departments within
the city,” Wall said. “The program
is developed to be hands-on, real
world experience. Students will be
learning hands-on, so you can say
to an employer, ‘This is what I did
and why you should hire me fulltime.’”
Haga talked about the influence the university has on the city,
and how the two places need to

Student Sens. Daniel Frank (left) and Dylan Diede (right) vote at the Oct. 26 UND Student Senate meeting. Photo
by Nicholas Nelson/The Dakota Student.

work together to solve issues.
“The English Coulee has been
nagging the city for quite some

time,” Haga said. “We have real
smart people here. They can identify real solutions to real questions.

The students and faculty have a
real impact on the community. We
want to provide not just intern-
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Chester Fritz Library looks forward Email
concerns
addressed
By Jamie Hutchinson
The Dakota Student

Last semester, the Chester Fritz
Library faced a financial deficit
because of the rising costs of online resources. Now, library staff is
looking toward the future with an

emphasis on digital resources and
making better use out of the space
it has.
“The provost office helped out
the library last year, again,” said Julie Anderson, acting director of the
Chester Fritz Library.
Through Provost Thomas

DiLorenzo’s help, the library was
able to overcome the financial
shortfall it faced and keep the resources it has, she said.
With the library having overcome that challenge, the focus is
now on the future.
“The library’s trying to look

at what the university community
would like,” Anderson said.
A lot of this comes down to figuring out a balance between traditional books and digital resources,
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By Parker Payne
The Dakota Student
On Oct. 9, UND sent out an
email to students with a safety tip
for the “red zone.”
The email was aimed to inform
students on how to be safer around
campus, though many didn’t see it
that way.
The red zone refers to a period
of time between the start of the
year to Thanksgiving break when
college women are at the highest
risk for sexual assault.
UND’s email focused on firstyear students, mainly women and
gave seven tips on how to lower
your risk of being sexually assaulted.
University Police Department
Chief Eric Plummer’s name and
title appear at the end of the email.
Some people on campus reacted negatively to the email.
Students took to social media
to say the email was “victim blaming” because it focused on a specific group of students.
After students voiced concerns

The Chester Fritz Library . Photo by Nicholas Nelson/The Dakota Student.
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she said, but she’s still reassuring
toward anyone that fears a change
in this digital age.
“Will we continue to have
books? Yes, we will. Will we
continue to expand our digital
library? Of course,” Anderson
said.
Anderson also said the library
is looking at making the best use
out of the space it has. A lot of
space is reserved for quiet study
but while some prefer independent study, others like socially
studying, she said.
In an effort to figure out
where they can utilize more
space, the university brought in
architect David Moore who has
a lot of experience working with
libraries.
Also included in this examination of the library’s space is
looking at which books people
aren’t checking out.
There are some books, Anderson said, that haven’t been
checked out in years.
While some books might
be removed someday, Anderson

stressed how important it is to
hold on to the parts of the Chester Fritz that separate it from
other libraries.
“We truly want to reserve
some of the rich resources and
treasures that the library has,”
she said.
Another way the library is attempting to improve and prepare
for the future is through guaranteeing they have a staff with experience in newer technologies.
“Last year they didn’t rehire
some of the positions that left.
People retired,” Anderson said.
However, that doesn’t mean
that there were staff cuts, she
said, but that they are looking
at what kind of skills are needed
from potential hires to work in a
modern library.
“By sometime in the next
couple months, we’ll have four
new hires,” Anderson said.
As for the current employees,
she said that she’s “continually
impressed by the talent the staff
here has.”
Jamie Hutchinson is a staff writer
for The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
jamie.hutchinson@my.und.edu
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over email, UND President Robert
Kelley sent out another email on
Oct. 23 in an attempt to clear up
confusion over the first.
“We understand the concerns expressed, and we want
to apologize for the unintended
tone and messages of the University’s communication,” Kelley
wrote in the second email.
Kelley goes on to say the
safety tip was sincerely intended
as a way to help promote personal safety.
He adds goes on to explain
that “perpetrators, not victims,
are responsible for sexual assault.”
Further on, Kelley said several steps the university have taken
to make UND as safe as possible
especially when it comes to sexual assault.
Kelley ended the email by
saying “We [UND] appreciate
the reminder of how important
it is to fully and clearly communicate about all important
aspects of sexual assault prevention and safety. We will continue
to strive to fulfill this vital commitment to our students, faculty,
staff and campus community.”
Parker Payne is a staff writer for
The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
parker.payne@my.und.edu
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COMMENTARY DSVIEW
Pizza

Pizza is the late night food that loves
you just as much as you love it.
By Larry Philbin & Will Beaton

Photo via CDC.gov

Ebola is the boogeyman of disease
Kjerstine
Trooien
The Dakota
Student

I have a joke about Ebola, but
you probably won’t get it.
Seriously though, everyone
and their dog is freaking out about
Ebola reaching the U.S.
I get it. I really truly do. Any
deadly disease is scary, but Ebola is
super-duper scary. Anything that
causes 70 percent of people who
catch it to die counts as superduper scary in my book.
Thing is, you won’t catch
it. I won’t catch it. According to
NPR, Ebola isn’t contagious until after symptoms are present.
On top of that, it is only spread
through bodily fluids like blood,
vomit and other things that your
average person off the American
street avoids touching. In a place
where healthcare is pretty on top
of things (relatively speaking) and
the water is clean, it’s a pretty easy
virus to contain. The easiest way
to avoid Ebola here in the US is
just to wash your hands.
I am not trying to minimize
the thousands of deaths this virus
has caused in Sierra Leone, Liberia and Guinea. However, the ease
of catching Ebola is much higher
when in areas where the general
population does not have access to
clean water or decent health care.
It is a story I’m sure you already
know. The true outbreak is occurring in countries where poverty
is high and the resources and the
money to enact good infection
control are hard to find.
But back to my original point
— here in America, there is no reason to panic. And yet every time

you turn on a television, another
news caster is spreading fear about
Ebola on American soil.
Why? Ratings.
Nothing gives a TV show more
views than a good old fashioned
panic. On top of that, it gives the
media an allowance to avoid the
actually scary stuff.
Some of you may see where
I’m going with this already. Why
aren’t we hearing more about the
fact that previously-eradicated diseases like measles are on the rise
again? Speaking of measles specifically, it is at a 20 year high in the
US, according to the CDC. Why?

According to the CDC,
the flu claimed up to
49,000 lives in America
during the 2006-2007 flu
season alone ... In a way it’s
even more terrifying when
the answer to avoiding the
flu is as simple as a yearly
vaccine.
Kjerstine Trooien
staff writer

Because people aren’t vaccinating.
The same goes for other illnesses like influenza. According
to the CDC, the flu claimed up
to 49,000 lives in America during
the 2006-2007 flu season alone.
Another source estimates 36,000
people in America will die from
the flu or complications from
the flu each flu season. And yet
we don’t hear the media freaking
out about that. In a way, it’s even
more terrifying when the answer
to avoiding the flu is as simple as a
yearly vaccine.

Granted, there is no vaccine
for Ebola, but Ebola isn’t spread
through the air like these other
illnesses. We’re avoiding the big
topics.
I think it all boils down to how
much we, as consumers of media,
want to be scared. Like I said, a
panic creates ratings. It’s the same
reason scary movies are popular.
It’s the same reason I’m going to
a haunted corn maze in a couple
days and paying to get scared out
of my pants. We like controlled
fear.
If we treated the new outbreak of measles and the yearly
outbreaks of influenza the same
way we’re treating the American
Ebola “crisis,” we’d cross the line
from controlled panic to actual,
real-life terror. Not only are they
far more likely to kill us, they are
around because of our own stupidity. Vaccines do not cause autism,
but the incorrect belief that they
do has brought back measles. Each
year, we see a new vaccine to help
with the flu, but people don’t get it
because “it’s just the flu.” We skip
out on washing our hands, forget to cover our mouths when we
sneeze and don’t stay home from
school or work when we’re sick.
It’s our own fault. It’s our Frankenstein’s Monster in a way - the
fact that we created the problem
makes it all the more terrifying.
We can hear about Ebola and
panic safely. We know that we’re
probably not going to catch it. But
the flu? That’s much more likely.
For us Americans, Ebola is the
horror movie we go see with our
friends; the flu is the serial killer
waiting for us in our apartment.
Kjerstine Trooien is a staff writer for
The Dakota Student.
She can be reached at
kjerstine.trooien@my.und.edu

Pizza,
Of all the late-night foods that fill dorm room
mini-fridges and overflow college trash bins, you are
the one we have cherished the most.
The first thing to notice about you is your scent.
The aroma you exude is never ill-received. To late
night studiers, it is often the farcry call to inspire hope
— that even though the paper may only be half written, you are fully ready to be devoured.
There’s no one who can’t enjoy you, because, like
any sensitive lover, you define your role in the relationship as one that’s open to change. If someone feels they
can’t connect with you, you don’t mind experimenting
with new toppings, sauces or dough styles until everything feels right.
I would also like to tell you how much I truly appreciate your flexibility to my needs. Sure, sometimes
you are deep with me. This is the side of you that,
when the heat turns up, pushes me to rise to the challenge. But I have also seen the lighter side of you, the
side that can just hang out with me at lunch and tell
some cheesy jokes.
You give me my space when I need it. You understand that sometimes I need to go for a night out with
just my friends. But when I come home, I know all
I need to do is make one phone call, and you will be
right there at my front door in 20 minutes or less.
Wings are wings. Sure, you can throw on some
ranch or munch on celery with them, but that’s about
as far as wings are willing to go. Too much change, and
wings cease to be wings at all; that’s not good for you,
and it’s not good for us. We aren’t setting out to make
anyone change who they are.
Sure, you come with some baggage. The boxes you
come in don’t fit in our trash cans, and sometimes they
even overload the dumpsters behind our apartments.
We’re not saying you’re perfect.
But neither are we.
And this is OK, because we both know getting
wrapped up in ideals is never the right thing to do. It
pushes a focus on the future and leaves the present feeling like a perpetual drag, forever leading toward some
brighter future that only gets farther away with each
step toward it.
That’s never been what we’re about.
When have you ever once tried to make us feel
guilty about being with you? That bad feeling we
sometimes get when we’ve eaten a whole bunch of you
isn’t fueled by angst or meal-choice regret; we’re only
sad there isn’t more of you.
So keep being there for us, pizza, and we’ll keep
being there for you.
It’s felt right since our very first slice, and, if you’re
still willing, we’ll be calling for you the day we take
our last meal.

Editorial Board
Will Beaton

Editor-in-Chief

Larry Philbin

News Editor

Editorial Policy
The Dakota Student is dedicated to the free exchange of
ideas. Opinion columns and letters to the editor will not
be edited for content reasons, except in cases of criminal or
civil liability. The Dakota Student reserves the right to edit
or reject columns or letters for various reasons. The ideas expressed in columns and letters reflect the views of the writer
and do not necessarily represent the opinion of the staff of
the Dakota Student.

Letter Policy
The Dakota Student encourages readers to express their
opinions on the editorial pages. Letters to the editor are
published based on merit, general interest, timeliness and
content. All letters must be limited to 250 words.
> Letters may be mailed to 2901 University Ave. Stop 8385,
Grand Forks, N.D. 58202-8385 or dropped off at room 8,
Memorial Union.
> Letters must be typed and must include the author’s
name, major or profession and telephone number.
> All letters will be edited to fit the allocated space. Writer
may be limited to one letter per month.
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Personal freedoms abolished if ND passes Measure one
Maggie
Upton
The Dakota
Student
I have called the state of
North Dakota home for a little
over two years, whereas a majority of the state’s residents have
been born and raised here. I have
a two-year-old son, and I would
like to think of him being raised
in a state that would honor the
standards set forth in the United
States’ Constitution, which will
not apply to North Dakota citizens if the public passes Measure
1.
On Facebook, the “North
Dakotans Against Measure 1”
page at the first draft of this article had 3,065 likes with the average age group being 25-34 years
old. The opposing opinion page,
“Yes on Measure 1,” had 526
likes with the average age group
as 18-24 years old (which has remained the same during the last
12 hours, while the vote no page
has gained 45 new likes).
This measure affects mostly
women who are in the stage of
their life when they may be most
concerned with their reproductive rights and responsibilities;
it is categorized as an “anti-abortion” measure, but it is way more
than that. If this measure gets
approved, women will no longer
have the right to govern their
body as their own; the state government will interfere with and
essentially manage their person.
Personhood USA’s website

Photo via Huffington Post

states the following about Measure 1: “The North Dakotan
Human Life Amendment will
simply ensure that the inalienable right that is already mentioned in the state constitution
is not denied to any human being.”
The supporters of Measure 1
are only seeing the shiny surface
where the measure states itself as
anti-abortion and fighting for
human rights by not denying the
public “the inalienable right to
life of every human being at any
stage of development must be
recognized and protected” (this
includes the elderly and disabled
as well).
But, when you scratch the
surface of this amendment, it becomes weathered and ugly as its
core is exposed. You should not
take it at face value; if you do,
you are making an uneducated

decision.
The North Dakotans against
Measure 1 website believes the
proposed amendment, “… is
poorly written and the unclear
language leaves it open to interpretation — leading to more
government intrusion into our
personal lives. Measure 1 may
seem harmless, but it is an extreme and dangerous law. It
would have serious unintended
consequences if passed … Government should not be interfering in our personal decisions.”
The broadness of this amendment is unending as it pertains
to our personal liberties. The
government will be the determining factor in our life decisions and not us or our families.
As summarized by the North
Dakota Coalition for Privacy in
Healthcare, here are the main
ways this measure will negatively

impact our lives and, especially,
female rights:
“This law could make it difficult for doctors to help women
with life-threatening ectopic
pregnancies and incomplete
miscarriages because they may
be compelled to treat embryos
and women equally. As a result,
women’s lives and health will be
at risk.”
“Some forms of birth control could be banned, causing
more unintended pregnancies.
Already, 40% of pregnancies are
unintended.” This will naturally
lead to an increase in unplanned
pregnancies, and dependencies
on state welfare, thus raising
taxes and lowering the standard
of living happily within the state
since most people do not favor
heightened taxes as a result of a
political and religious battle.
And these are only some of

the reasons that the law could
negatively affect North Dakota,
not to mention the fact that this
favors one religion over another.
The people of the Jewish faith
believe that life begins at birth,
thus this law would undermine
their beliefs in favor of supporting those of the Christian majority. Democracy in America is
meant to protect the minorities
from laws that would subject
them to beliefs that are not of a
secular nature.
This is a country-wide
landmark voting event. If this
amendment passes, North Dakota would be the first state to
define life as officially beginning
upon conception. Measure 1 will
be on the ballot for general election voting next week on Tuesday, Nov. 4. All those in opposition to this measure, I urge you
to spend some time standing in
line and checking a few boxes to
get this measure denied.
If you are still in favor of it
after reading this article, please
do more research until you are
not. Educate yourself on what
rights it will take away from
families and females.
The location for UND
members to vote is the Gorecki
Alumni Center where the poll
will be open from 7 a.m. to 7
p.m.; just bring your ND state
issued driver’s license with current ND address.
Vote No on Measure 1.

Maggie Uptogn is a staff writer
for The Dakota Student.
she can be reached at
margaret.upton@my.und.edu

Acquaintances begin strange lives of dancing and dealing
Alex
Bertsch

The Dakota
Student
It is common for people to
immediately dismiss the sensational. We tend to be completely
grounded in what we see as rational.
One clear example of this aspect of human thought at work
is our expectations for those
around us. We have all met (or
in some cases, are) those people
who claim they will be a famous
actor, author or musician, but
more often than not, none of us
actually believe that these people
will succeed in their respective
ambitions.
But it was just the other day
I realized how illogical this idea
is.
I was listening to the song
“Centerfold,” by J. Geils Band
which tells the story of a man
who is shocked to discover a girl
he had fantasized about in high
school is on the centerfold of a
girly magazine. While I was listening to the song, I came to the
conclusion that a lot of people I
have met in school have gone on
to do absolutely crazy things, far
beyond anyone’s wildest dreams.
I specifically remember one
girl, who had been my dance

Photo via Huffington Post.

partner in a play when I was
in my sophomore year of high
school. She was two years older
than me, and was a friend of my
sister. She was pretty cool, and
she knew how to dance.
It was only recently however that I heard she had found
a job as a burlesque dancer for
a small outfit that performed in
and around the Fargo-Moorhead
area. The news was, at first, unbelievable, until I realized that
while the thought I knew a burlesque dancer was strange to say
the least, I realized that with all
of the burlesque dancers there
are in the world, there must be
plenty of people who know or
are related to a burlesque dancer.
Another person I had met in
high school came up again for far
less flattering reasons. I remem-

ber this guy specifically because
he was always hitting on a close
friend of mine, and often we
would read the texts he had sent
while drunk, about how badly he
wanted to sleep with her.
Recently, however, I had
heard he was arrested carrying
two kilos of cocaine and charged
with intent to sell. Once again,
the idea that I had known someone who was now likely to go to
prison for a long time on drug
charges seemed almost surreal.
While many of my former
classmates and acquaintances
have gone on to college, and
some have graduated, others
have chosen different paths. And
as I have continued, I have seen
more and more familiar faces in
unfamiliar situations. One guy
I know is training to be a pro-

fessional wrestler in the WWE,
while another is a masseuse in
Arizona with a child. One girl is
a nanny for several families, and
another is a mother of two, living with her boyfriend on a reservation in Minnesota.
We often dismiss the idea
that someone we know could
ever become a famous actor in
Hollywood, because we see these
people in a specific situation,
and with our own crafted paradigms as to who they are, and
seeing them as something else,
or even someone else, is impossible for us to comprehend.
After all, these are the same
people that we grew up with,
the same people who we met
that one semester in geometry
class, and didn’t see again for the
rest of our high school careers.

However, if reality has shown us
anything is that behind every famous face, there is the story of
an average person who was that
same person, always claiming
that one day they would be a famous musician, or DJ, or wrestler or writer. The people who
have passed through your life
can go on to do so many things,
both surreal and amazing, that
it seems absolutely foolish to
doubt that they will accomplish
all of their goals.
That being said, we will still
never see most of our peers as
the people that they may or may
not go on to be. Because of our
self-centered nature, we won’t
see these people as ever exceeding the capacity in which they
will effect our lives. We have
trouble coping with the idea that
others can do things that don’t
directly impact our lives.
And despite the fact that I
am aware I could be very wrong
I don’t believe that anyone that
I have ever met will become famous, or abundantly successful. So to all of those who have
ever met me, sorry to dash your
dreams.

Alex Bertsch is the opinion editor
for The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
alexander.j.bertsch@my.und.edu
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-ships but real-world experience.”
University and city planning
was a topic where senators were
vocal about the need for more
services, events and things to do
for students.
“Students are hungry for
having anything on campus,”
Sen. Chase Johnson said. “We’re
an 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. campus.
There’s nothing drawing me

here, there’s nothing connecting
us to downtown or to the 42nd
(Street) area.”
Governmental Affairs Commissioner Sean McClain agreed,
but added there is a disconnect
between the university and the
city.
“There’s a lack of space for
everyone to come together,” McClain said. “There’s also a lack
of good entertainment options.”
The last idea discussed between the groups was community events. The main problem

most agreed on was the lack of
a place that listed all events that
students could access.
“We need like a one stop
shop, a way to let students know
all the things that are going on,”
City Council member Crystal
Schneider said.
Council member Terry Bjerke, said he believes the university needs to change its stance on
what businesses it brings in for
students.
“Your biggest problem is
your own university,” Bjerke

said. “This is a self-contained
city. You need to totally privatize
it. There are too many buildings.
They need to let the private sector come in. I don’t know what
the city can do.”
The meeting ended with senate and city members agreeing
to work on ways to solve each
of these issues in the upcoming
weeks.

Senate meeting
Senate followed that meeting up with its weekly meeting,
spending much of the time in in-

formal discussion about the talking points discussed with city
members.
“We need to get businesses
to recognize students a little better,” Sen. Derek LaBrie said.
Governmental Affairs Commissioner Jon Knutson agreed
with earlier statements about
UND being its own city and
questioned how that could be
changed.
“UND is its own little bubble, the freshmen are on always
just on campus,” Knutson said.
“We need to do an internal audit
and get constituent feedback.”
From the discussion, senators were split up into three work
groups formed by Student Body
President Tanner Franklin and
Vice President Brett Johnson to
work on the issues: A communication group, an input for space
group and an internship group.
The communication group
will work on ways to get events
organized into some sort of calendar for students. They will
also be working on internship
opportunities.
The input for space group
will work on planning for the
Memorial Union, the medical
school and future planning for
the university.
The internship group will
work on how to better market
internships and communication
with students about those opportunities.
Megan Hoffman is a staff writer for
The Dakota Student.
She can be reached at
megan.hoffman@my.und.edu
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Tower of Terror: Blood, beer and babes
By Colin Johnson
The Dakota Student

Trick or Treating came
early to Grand Forks as Canad Inns, located adjacent
to the Alerus Center, hosted
a “Haunted House: Tower
of Terror” on Tuesday night
to raise money for the United Way.
“It is the first year that
Canad Inns has done a
haunted house event for the
hotel,” said Canad Inns general manager Kevin Robson.
“It is a great way to raise
money for the United Way.”
Canad Inns donated part
of the proceeds to the United Way.
The main floor of the
Canad Inns featured a
pumpkin carving contest,
a bouncy castle and several
games for the children to
win Halloween treats.
The second floor of the
Canad Inns was for younger
children. It featured door to
door treats along the hallway and at the end, there
was a cake walk where the
children won cupcakes
when the number they were
standing on was called.
The Tower of Terror was
featured on the 13th, or
“penthouse”, floor where
older children and adults
made their way through a
darkened hallway of scares.
Seven rooms were decorated
with beer, blood and babes
as the theme of the haunted
tour was “A Wedding Night
Gone Wrong.”
A guide would lead a
small group of people up an
elevator to the 13th floor
where they were told the
terrifying story of what happened on the floor:
“When the hotel opened
in 2007, a wedding was
held, and the bride killed
the groom and the entire
wedding party. Since then,
the 13th floor has been
blocked because of the bride
that haunts the penthouse.
It has been closed off to people except for a few paranormal investigators who never
made it out alive.”
“It was not scary for me,”
UND senior Valentin Arredondo said. “But definitely

NICHOLAS NELSON| THEDAKOTASTUDENT

Clowns Cory Waldorf (left) and Susie Swangler (right) scare on the 13th floor of the Canad Inns.

NICHOLAS NELSON| THEDAKOTASTUDENT

Scarers frighten attendees at the Tower of Terror Tuesday night at Canad Inns.

for a kid it would be.”
Some of the rooms
that were part of the tour
included a woman holding a seance session to tell
the guests their future, a
girl who had lost her teddy bear and that bear was
found to magically come
to life and a bachelorette
party where the attendants
were severely intoxicated
and warned the guests
about the bride.

“The
fortune
telling room was my favorite
room,” Arredondo stated.
“I really enjoyed her acting. The actors did a good
job and the different rooms
were good.”
Even though Arredondo
got to experience the event,
the amount of students attending was lacking.
“I only knew about this
because of my wife (who was
volunteering at the event),”

Arredondo said. “There
wasn’t really a lot of marketing throughout UND or the
community.”
However, even though
the event was popular
among students, the Tavern
United, a bar adjacent to the
hotel, held an after party
from 9:30 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.
There was a best dressed
costume contest and a live
performance by “Shake,
Rattle, and Roll.”

“Next year, they should
definitely make a hall strictly for adults and students,”
Arredondo said. “I think if
they advertised at UND and
made it scarier, more students would have attended.”

Colin Johnson is a staff
writer for The Dakota
Student. He can be reached at
colin.m.johnson@my.und.edu

Happy Halloween UND!
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Scanners speed up dining
By Amanda Hefner
The Dakota Student

The UND dining centers have
a lot of traffic throughout the day,
so when a student is on the go, having fast access to the dining center is
an ideal convenience.
With this need for quick access, the dining centers are currently
undergoing a fresh and modern
change — fingerprint scanning.
Fingerprint scanning is a new
way of accessing the dining centers
that has recently been launched by
UND Dining Services. The idea is
this new technology will allow students to enter the dining centers
with the swift scan of their finger.
Gaining access to the dining centers
will be quicker and more convenient than swiping an ID Card.
Student’s opinions about the
new scanning technique, however,
have been mixed.
An online survey was conducted
of 100 students to get their opinion
on the new fingerprint process. The

Finger scanners are located at the dining centers.
Photo by Jennifer Friese/The Dakota Student.

results of student satisfaction with
the scanners were split. About half
of the students surveyed said they
enjoyed the new scanning system,
and the rest of the students who
took the survey had concerns about
the scanners being invasive, unsanitary and faulty.

“I definitely like seeing the
school moving towards using newer
technology,” sophomore Cameron
Campbell said. “However, it’s common for the scanner to misread my
finger or glitch, and I end up having to swipe my card anyway. I don’t
think it’s any faster than card swip-

ing, honestly.”
However, some students find
the scanners helpful.
“I really like the fingerprint
scanner,” an anonymous student
who responded to the survey stated.
“I think it’s convenient since I don’t
have to fumble for my ID card or
worry about not having it on me.”
A common concern that was
found among students who took
the online survey was the fear of the
fingerprint scanner being a breach
of privacy. Some students felt that
once their fingerprint was taken,
it became stored on a school databank. In response to this concern,
the UND Dining Services website expresses that no fingerprint is
stored and no biometric information is saved with a students fingerprint.
Another concern that was raised
among students is the sanitation of
the scanners. With so many students
using the scanners throughout the
day, freshman Morgan Wentz said
she had concerns about the scanners
not being hygienic for use.
“I don’t think the scanners are
sanitary,” Wentz said. “I use the
hand sanitizer by the trays right after I check in.”
Several students who took the
survey shared the same concern, as
many consider the scanners to be an
easy way to spread germs, despite
the availability of hand sanitizer
present at all scanners.
There still might be some kinks
to work out with the system moving towards the future, but with this
new system in place, a push towards
quick, convenient and card-less access to campus facilities may continue to grow.
Amanda Hefner is a staff writer for
The Dakota Student.
She can be reached at
amanda.hefner@my.und.edu
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Flu shots
available
on campus
By Brendan McCabe
The Dakota Student

Flu season is in full bloom, and
it is hard to find a classroom that
does not have a student hacking up
a lung in the back corner. It is times
like these that students should be
in touch with ways to stay healthy
around campus.
From vaccinations to STI testing, Student Health Services has
everything students need to stay
during the school year. Located behind the Memorial Union, Student
Health Services can be used by any
student attending UND.
Flu symptoms typically develop seven days after the initial
infection and include a wide variety of indicators. These include
headache, vomiting, diarrhea, fever
or chills, fatigue and muscle aches.
Luckily, there are several things to
be done to help avoid catching the
flu.
“A flu shot is the best thing you
can do to prevent the flu,” registered nurse Jessica Doty said. “But
it also helps to practice basic hygiene, keep hydrated and to wash
your hands often.”
But if worse comes to worse
and an individual comes down
with the flu, there are several things
they can do.
According to an article released
by the Student Health Advisory
Counsel, it is best to drink plenty
of clear liquids, cover your mouth
and nose when you sneeze and
avoid contact with others until 24
hours after your fever has passed.
Though it may be difficult to
miss classes while stricken with the
flu, sometimes it is best to stay at
home.
“If you ever feel really sick,
you’d want to let your faculty advisor know that you cannot come to
class,” Doty said. “If it lasts longer
than three days, come see us or give
us a call.”

Services
If you are feeling under the
weather, never hesitate to visit Student Health Services.
“Office visits are covered by
your student fees,” Director of
Student Health Services Michelle
Eslinger-Schneider said. “Besides
some specific physicals, your visit
won’t cost you anything.”
Things to bring with to your
appointment include your student
ID, health insurance card and a list
of any of the prescriptions you may
be taking.
“Most visits last between 10 to
15 minutes, and you usually won’t
have to wait,” Eslinger-Schneider
said. “We also have people to help
you out with insurance if you need
it.”
With its 14 exam rooms, full
lab and minor surgery suite, Stu-
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CLASSIFIEDS
NOW HIRING
Now hiring Part-Time
positions for Front Desk,
Bellman, PM Restaurant
servers, banquet servers,
bartenders, housekeepers
and cooks. Please apply in
person at the Ramada Inn,
1205 N. 43rd Street, Grand
Forks, ND 58203.
Brick & Barley is now
hiring Servers, Bartenders,
Cooks, and Security positions. Flexible hours, employee discounts, and great
co-workers. Stop in to apply. 9 N 3rd St, Downtown
Grand Forks. EOE.
O’Really’s and Level 10
are hiring Bartenders, Serv-

ers, and Security Personnel.
Must be 21 to apply. Apply in
person at 10 N 3rd St, Downtown Grand Forks. EOE.
Youth Hockey Referees.
EGF Parks & Recreation is
looking for youth hockey
referees for the upcoming
season. All levels welcome
to apply. Applications can
be picked up at the Park Department at EGF City Hall,
600 DeMers Ave., East Grand
Forks. Questions please call
(218) 773-8000.
Deeks Pizza is looking for
you. We are currently hiring
FT and PT Cooks and Drivers. Flexible schedule, Free
Pizza on the nights you work,
Competitive Pay. Apply by

visiting the store at 512
N Washington St or go to
workfordeeks.com
Community Violence
Intervention Center. Part
time female residential shelter staff. Responsibilities
include overnight coverage
assisting clients in a shelter for victims of domestic
violence, rotating evening,
weekend and holiday shifts.
Pro-rated benefits included. High school diploma/
GED required. Related experience preferred. Closing
date is Monday, November
10, 2014 or until filled. See
our website at www.cviconline.org or contact Jamie
at jamie@cviconline.org or
746-0405. EOE

Friday October 31, 2014

HOW TO PLACE A CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENT
COST: $7.00 for 50 words or less per issue.
DEADLINE: Classifieds for Tuesday’s paper are due on
Friday at noon. Classifieds for Friday’s paper are due
Wednesday at noon.
FORMAT: No classified ads will be taken over the
phone. They can be dropped off at room 8 in the
basement of the Memorial Union.
PAYMENT: Payment must be paid in full with cash,
check or mailed with payment before a classified will
run. Contact The Dakota Student office at 701-7772678 with questions.

THEDAKOTASTUDENT
Apply to be the DS Video Editor and get paid to handle
professional filmmaking equipment.
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dent Health Services is prepared to
handle a wide variety of medical issues. However they are a primary
care facility, rather than urgent
care, noted Eslinger-Schneider.
This means if a situation is life
threatening, it is best to call 911.
However, X-rays are also available
to students.
“We recently purchased brand
new, state of the art radiology
equipment,” Eslinger-Schneider
said. “It’s not even a year old.”
Student Health Services not
only provides resources for your
physical health, but for your mental health as well. A quiet, discreet
room is set up with a webcam that
allows you to talk directly to a
mental health professional.
“We hook up the doctor and
she talks to you,” Eslinger-Schneider explained. “It’s like Skype in a
way, but more confidential.
“All of a patient’s information
is confidential,” Eslinger-Schneider said. “If there is something you
don’t want your parents to know
about, we are not allowed to tell
them.”
Student Health Services also
offers a well stocked pharmacy,
and is available to refill students’
prescriptions.
“When refilling medication,
it is extremely important to bring
the old prescription bottle in or
receipt,” added staff pharmacist
Laurel Badger.
Student Health Services is
open weekdays from 8:00 a.m. to
4:30 p.m., with the hours on Tuesday being extended to 6:00 p.m.
“We have extended hours on
Tuesdays in case kids don’t want to
miss their classes,” stated EslingerSchneider.
Brendan McCabe is a staff writer
for The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
brendan.mccabe@my.und.edu

HOW HIRING

for a part time front office assistant.
Hours are Thursday 3-7, Friday 9-1:30,
and every other Saturday 9-1. To apply
stop by Red River Valley Gymnastics
and fill out an application online at
rrvg.org or email your resume to
office.rrvg@midconetwork.com.

No Trust Fund?
You Can Trust our Funding.
Save up to $6,000 towards your college tuition
with an Individual Development Account.

To learn more call 701-232-2452
or email ida@sendcaa.org

DS SPORTS
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Basketball team drives into season

— Note: This is the first part of a three part preview, examining different aspects of the UND basketball season
By Alex Stadnik
The Dakota Student

Last year, fans who packed into the Betty Engelstad Sioux Center were
treated to some of the most entertaining basketball to be seen in a long
time.
Between Troy Huff going off for 30 points or hitting game winning
shots, to Jamal Webb and Aaron Anderson making plays in crunch time,
UND basketball was consistently a program to be noticed.
“We are certainly going to miss those guys and what they did for this
program, but I’m excited to see what this upcoming year has in store,”
UND coach Brian Jones said. “That senior class played a lot of basketball
for us and it was almost like having a pro team because our fans got used to
watching that same group of guys for so long.”
With team leaders Huff, Anderson, Webb and top reserves Josh Schuler and Alonzo Traylor gone, the intrigue this year is who is going to step
up and take over.
Making up for the production last year’s seniors displayed on the court
will be a feat for a young team, but there is reason to hope.
Last year, Jaron Nash excited fans with his talent.
His rim-rocking dunks last year would spark not only the crowd, but
also get the energy going on the team. Now that the other seniors are gone,
Nash will be looked to as one of the team’s main point producers down on
the low block.
One of the things that Nash will look to improve on this year is his
consistency. The big man would have games of sheer brilliance, dominating the post and scoring at will, but then other games he would go 2-for-10
shooting.
“We look for him to continue to build upon what he did last year and
be more comfortable,” Jones said. “Obviously, this year, we will rely on
him in more of a scoring role. Last year, with Troy and Aaron here, he was
mainly our third option, so we will lean on him more this season. I think
he is definitely capable of doing that.”
While Nash will be relied on as one of the main scorers, the team will
need someone to fill Aaron Anderson’s spot as the leader on the court.
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CHESTER BELTOWSKI

UND sophomore Quinton Hooker dribbles the ball last season at the Betty Engelstad Sioux Center.

Faceoff set for
weekend series

JENNIFER FRIESE

Searching for victory
— UND football team prepares for Saturday matchup

By Kyle Beauchamp
The Dakota Student

| THEDAKOTASTUDENT

UND defenseman Troy Stecher skates last weekend at
Ralph Engelstad Arena.

By Elizabeth Erickson
The Dakota Student
Nearly three weeks after dropping its regular season home opener, the UND men’s hockey team
has yet to lose a game.
“We had a lot to prove,” UND

&

scores
schedules

junior Drake Caggiula said. “To
lose 5-1 on our own rink like that,
it doesn’t sit well with any of us.
You’re never satisfied. You always
want to be better.”
Stunned faces in the crowd
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WHKY, Oct. 31
vs. Wisconsin
Ralph Engelstad
Arena

The UND football team will
look to claim its first road success
this weekend when it travels to
Eastern Washington.
Eastern Washington is touting a 7-2 record, and hopes to
rebound after a loss in the final
seconds to Northern Arizona last
week.
For UND, the week will be
gut check time. After a dismal
first half last weekend against
Southern Utah, where UND
could only muster a field goal,
it came out in the second half to
score 14 points on two drives by
backup quarterback Ryan Bartels.
Utah eventually put the game
away early in the fourth quarter,
and UND coach Bubba Schweigert sees much room for improvement.
“The challenge for us is to
score points and to finish drives,”
he said. “We get into games in the
fourth quarter that we don’t want
to be in, we had to throw it a little
bit more than we like, because we

WVB, Oct. 31
vs. Northern Colo.
Betty Engelstad
Sioux Center

were down two scores.”
For UND to be successful
against a nationally ranked Eastern
Washington team, Schweigert said
he believes his guys need to stay
consistent to the run, a task that
may not be out of reach playing a
team that so far has relinquished
174.7 rush yards per game this season.
Jer Garmen, who rushed for
102 yard on 25 attempts and two
touchdowns is up to the challenge
this weekend.
“When we put together the
start to a good drive, we can’t have
drive enders, things that kill drives,”
Garmen said. “It’s an opportunity
— a good opportunity for our team
to take another step.”
This weekend will also see a different quarterback under center for
UND. On Sunday night, Schweigert announced Joe Mollberg will
be out for the season after injuring
his right Achilles tendon.
Mollberg played through eight
games this season, going 78 of 143
passes, posting 919 yards and three
touchdowns.
The task of replacing Mollberg

FB, Nov. 1
vs. Eastern Wash.
Cheney, Wash.

falls on the shoulders of Ryan
Bartels.
Bartels, a sophomore from Illinois, got four starts last season,
leading UND to two wins, having 116 completions out of 190
attempts and 1,396 yards.
“Ryan is going to have a
different week this week,” Schweigert said. “He will be getting
number one reps and moving
forward that way. It’s not an ideal
situation for us, with our quarterback numbers and the experience
we have at that position, but we
have to deal with it.”
The defense hopes to rebound after giving up a number
of big plays last weekend. Before
this last weekend they had played
well, cutting down on a majority
of mental mistakes and playing
consistent.
The defense looks to have
a big outing like it did against
Montana earlier in the year, and
keep making strides forward.
Kyle Beauchamp is a staff writer
for The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
kyle.beauchamp@my.und.edu

MHKY, Nov. 1
vs. Air Force
Ralph Engelstad
Arena
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UND to face Badgers

— Women’s hockey team to host weekend series at The Ralph

By Ben Novak
The Dakota Student
After losing two WCHA games
on the road to Minnesota, this upcoming series marks a chance to rebound back.
The UND women’s hockey
team will have another matchup this
weekend when it hosts Wisconsin,
the current conference leader.
Rebounding after a tough couple of losses will be key for UND in
moving forward to establish itself as
a strong contender in the WCHA
conference.
UND currently sits at 3-3 in the
WCHA, yet there is no sign of the
team falling off the radar, especially
if it is able to add six points to its
conference standings this weekend.
No. 3 nationally ranked Wisconsin has seen plenty of success
early on in WCHA play, claiming
sweeps over Minnesota Duluth,
Ohio State and Bemidji State. Wisconsin’s only losses came when the
University of Minnesota traveled to

Madison, beating them 2-0 in the
series.
Playing on the road hasn’t been
a problem for the Badgers this season, as they have won all six games
to claim an overall record of 8-2.
Last time the team lost on the road
was last October against Minnesota.
The Badgers are 18-0 in road contests since that loss nearly a year ago.
North Dakota is 1-3 in its last
four WCHA games and has been
struggling to find a way to score
goals. UND has only four goals in
the last four meetings with teams
and was shut-out in games by both
Minnesota and Minnesota Duluth in its last two conference series
played.
Wisconsin has not been an easy
team to score goals against this season, only allowing 12 goals in eight
WCHA games. Teams are only averaging 1.4 goals against the Badgers.
Sophomore goaltender Ann-Renee
Desniens has been playing solid
hockey for Wisconsin, posting a
.927 save percentage in eight games

played this season.
To claim WCHA wins at home
this weekend, UND will need to
find a way to score goals against a
disciplined Wisconsin team.
The Badgers are among the nation’s best teams in goal scoring with
an average of 3.8 goals per game.
UND will look to shut down Wisconsin’s senior forward Karley Sylvester, who is currently tied for No.
3 in the NCAA in points with 15.
If North Dakota comes up with
a sweep over Wisconsin this weekend, it will improve to 15 points in
the WCHA and would only trail the
conference leading Badgers by three
points.
UND will fight to keep its conference record above .500 against a
determined Wisconsin team. Puck
drops at 7:07 p.m. Friday night and
3:07 p.m. Saturday afternoon at
Ralph Engelstad Arena.
Ben Novak is a staff writer
for The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
bejamin.novak@my.und.edu

Team ready to hit the court

— Women’s basktball team hosts Sunday exhibition game

Staff Report
The Dakota Student
After a strong finish last season,
the UND women’s basketball team is
ready to get back on the court.
North Dakota will open its season with an exhibition game Sunday
afternoon against Bemidji State at
2 p.m. at the Betty Engelstad Sioux
Center.
With the loss of seniors Madi
Buck, Allyssa Wall and Katie Houdek,
looking to new faces and emerging
leaders has been promising.
“We need to get used to playing
without three big seniors (from last
season,” UND coach Travis Brewster
said in a UND news release. “Seeing this team out there working hard
and picking up concepts, I’m excited
about where we’re at.”
UND was picked to repeat as Big
Sky Conference champions in both

Seeing this team out there working hard and picking up concepts, I’m excited about where we’re at.
Travis Brewster
UND coach
the league’s coaches and media during
the preseason.
Last season, UND claimed an
automatic bid to the NCAA tournament Division I tournament after
defeating Montana 72-55 at the Betty
Engelstad Sioux Center.
Sophomore Mia Lloyd was
named the Most Valuable Player
in the tournament after posting 10
points and seven rebounds.
“Mia is a young player that had
a dynamic end of the season,” Brewster said. “Trying to expand her range
a little bit and also grasping defensive
concepts a little bit better will be her
focus coming into this season.”

The team also has welcomed six
players this season — four true freshmen, along with sophomore transfer
Cassie Thompson and junior Emily
Thompson, a former volleyball player.
“Thompson came over to us
from the volleyball team and she’s
been a hard-worker about everything
she’s doing out there,” Brewster said.
“I really think she might be able to
help us down the road playing multiple positions.
After Sunday’s matchup, UND
will host another exhibition game on
Nov. 9 before traveling to Boulder,
Colo., to take on Colorado in regular
season play.

arn a little extra money
for spring break.
Ralph Engelstad Arena has parttime job openings for concession
workers during special events and
UND men’s hockey games.
For more information visit
theralph.com/employment
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That’s where Quinton Hooker
comes in.
Last year, coach Jones brought
Hooker in off the bench to let him gain
the experience of playing at a Division
I level. Hooker played in crunch time
in multiple games and was able to contribute.
“We will definitely rely on him to
be a leader this season both on the floor
and in the locker room,” Jones said.
“He is one of our captains. I think he
has shown strides in that area.
“We will need him to command
the floor, both offensively and defensively, to get us organized at both ends.
He’ll be our quarterback and we will
need him to make sure things are carried out the way they are supposed to
be for us to have success. I think you
will see more of a scoring punch from
him as well this season.”
Another year under his belt should
help the captain with some of the issues
he experienced last year. There would
be games where he would try to force a
shot up where there was none, or commit poor turnovers, but as a true freshman, Hooker proved to the coaches
and players that he is someone they can
rely on.
So where does that leave the rest of
this team?
There are a lot of pieces to North
Dakota that have yet to be seen as put
together.
Players like Cole Stefan and Lenny
Antwi are streaky shooters, continuous
scoring. But on the flipside, when the
two cool off, they can struggle to get
back into their rhythm.
Another player to watch for is
Carson Shanks. He may not be able to
play until next semester, but any time
a team can get a seven-footer on their
team, there is reason for excitement.
“He is an unbelievable passer for
his size, so we are eager to get him going,” Jones said. “We think his future is
bright for this program because of that
skill level.”
The challenge this year is going to
be who is going to be who can step up
in the absence of last year’s seniors, but
as of right now, coach Brian Jones looks
forward to pushing his team to the next
level.
Alex Stadnik is a staff writer
for The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
alex.stadnik@my.und.edu
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following a bitter Bemidji State loss
on Oct. 10 were short lived as North
Dakota went on to sweep Colorado
College on the road, and notch a win
and a tie against then No. 5 Providence State in a critical non-conference home series last weekend.
UND will look to continue its
consistency as it hosts Air Force on
Saturday evening at Ralph Engelstad
Arena in the non-conference U.S.
Hockey Hall of Fame game.
Despite the absence of Mark
MacMillan — one of UND’s chief
penalty killers and power play skates
who remains out indefinitely due
to injury — the team will look
throughout its capable lineup to fill
the gap this weekend.
“It’s just a natural progression for
our team,” UND coach Dave Hakstol said. “One injury isn’t going to
alter how we’re building or designing
or developing our team.”
Sophomore defenseman Troy
Stecher has continued to develop his
game as he garnered NCHC honors
as Defenseman of the Week following his four-point weekend against
the Friars.
During freshman year, Stecher
was the only freshman to appear in
42 games and collected two goals
and nine assists to claim the No.
6 spot in the NCHC for scoring
among rookie defensemen.
“Probably some of the things
that remain personality traits to this
day are his competitiveness — a
will to win battles,” Hakstol said.
“In nearly every situation, he’s going to go out and he’s going to outcompete his opponent to get the job
done. You see that game in and game
out with Troy and in a lot of situations.”
The Richmond, British Columbia native has skated with his team
in what have been consistent first periods of hockey games, paying close
attention to the behavior that will
dictate the remainder of each game.
“I think it’s a huge staple to our
hockey team,” Stecher said. “You’re
setting the tone for the weekend, especially on Friday night in the first
period. You’ve got to make it a war
out there. That’s what we’ve been
trying to do. We’ve got 20 guys going to war together. We’re sacrificing
opportunities for each other. We’re
going to battle hard.”
The battle continues as a tenacious Air Force team that has posted
a 2-4-0 start to its season. The last
time the two teams met was on Oct.
7, 2011 in Grand Forks when UND
defeated Air Force 4-3, extending its
all-time record to 4-0-0 in the series.
With only one game to play
during the weekend, the team has
been working toward improvement
against an aggressive team.
“It’s a one-game series so they
have nothing to save for the next
day,” Caggiula said. “They’re going
to come hard and it’s going to be a
great weekend.”
Elizabeth Erickson is the sports
editor of The Dakota Student.
She can be reached at
elizabeth.e.erickson@my.und.edu

